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Executive Summary

An estimated 1 billion people lack formal identification globally, restricting their ability to meaningfully participate in the economy and society. In response, national digital identity (DID) systems are rapidly being deployed by a variety of actors and institutions to provide individuals with formal means of establishing their identity (ID). While these DID systems have the potential to hold great value to individuals, lack of sound data governance policies and practices present risks to individual civil and political rights.

Through an analysis of national DID systems in Argentina, Estonia, Kenya, and China, we investigate how data governance policies and practices affect civil and political rights within the areas of data protection, political participation, and inclusion of diverse ethnic identities. We conclude with priority recommendations for national DID system data governance policies and practices that should be implemented to support civil and political rights, including:

- Legally binding privacy standards for DID data collection, use, and sharing;
- Cybersecurity standards and use of Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPs) for data collection and use;
- Robust and inclusive mechanisms to enable public consultation, auditing, and objection to data collection and use;
- Restrictions on use of data to track political ideology and civic behavior; and
- Regulatory and technical safeguards for the collection and use of data on vulnerable and marginalized populations.

Institutions deploying DID systems should put in place an iterative and multistakeholder review process informed by these recommendations. This process will equip stakeholders to consider the human rights impacts of data governance policies and practices throughout the life cycle of the DID system. National DID systems hold great promise to support an equitable and thriving society, but only if these systems are built on human rights-driven data governance policies and practices.
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<tr>
<td>DID</td>
<td>Digital Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DID System</td>
<td>Digital Identity System: We define national DID systems as state-led digitized identity management systems, which include digital identification and surveillance systems such as digital ID ards and facial recognition surveillance systems.</td>
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<td>International Telecommunications Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personally Identifiable Information</td>
<td>Any data that can be used to identify a specific individual Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENAPER</td>
<td>National Directory of the National Registry of Persons (Argentina)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBIOS</td>
<td>Federal Biometric Identification System for Security (Argentina)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SID</td>
<td>Sistema de Identidad Digital (Argentina)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDHR</td>
<td>Universal Declaration of Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR</td>
<td>United Nations High Commission on Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHRC</td>
<td>United Nations Human Rights Council</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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INTRODUCTION
Nearly one fifth of the world’s population—an estimated 1 billion people—lacks formal identification. Digital identity holds great promise to ensure that every individual is recognized under the law and is able to meaningfully participate in the digital economy and society. We define national DID systems as state-led digitized identity management systems, which include digital identification and surveillance systems such as digital ID cards and facial recognition surveillance systems. These DID systems are designed and deployed by a variety of institutions and actors, and often at speeds faster than international human rights accountability mechanisms can be implemented. While the ability for DID systems to collect and share personally identifiable information between institutions—humanitarian agencies, the private sector, and the public sector—provides substantial value, it also creates great security and privacy risks. We analyze national level DID data governance policies and practices, and in particular, the degree to which different standards promote or inhibit the protection of human rights principles.

We’re at a pivotal moment where we must ensure that the data governance structures of these systems support human rights principles. To contribute
to this need, we focus our evaluation on the effects of data governance policies and practices on civil and political rights. Civil and political human rights, or first-generation human rights, are both the most widely accepted group of human rights principles and the most relevant to national DID systems as they limit the state’s authority vis-a-vis the individual. Civil and political rights are recognized in human rights frameworks at the international and regional levels, and are fundamental within many domestic legal systems. Recognized in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), civil rights include ensuring an individual’s right to physical and mental integrity and safety; protection from discrimination; and the right to privacy, freedom of thought, and movement and political rights include ensuring procedural fairness and due process, participation in civil society and politics, and redress and legal remedy. We draw upon the work at Access Now exploring the human rights impacts of national DID systems, the World Bank-coordinated Principles on Identification for Sustainable Development, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) Digital Identity Roadmap Guide, the World Economic Forum Elements of Good Digital Identity Report, and the Omidyar Network Good ID Framework. We propose the development of globally relevant indicators for evaluating DID system data governance policies and practices, focusing specifically on impacts on the following civil and political rights: individual liberty, security of person, procedural fairness, privacy, and non-discrimination recognized in the ICCPR.
02 // METHODS
METHODS

We explore countries that have established or are in the process of implementing DID systems to develop an understanding of the consequences of data governance policies and practices for human rights. As previously stated, we define national DID systems as state-led digitized identity management systems, which include digital identification and surveillance systems such as digital ID cards and facial recognition surveillance systems. These short case studies allow for an analysis of the different contexts in which DID systems are implemented, and how this may impact the human rights of people living in that country. Given the political and technical constraints often faced by governments when implementing DID systems, these case studies explore the trade-offs governments have made between protecting privacy and security, while ensuring maximum coverage and effectiveness of DID systems.

Case Selection

National DID systems are rapidly being adopted by countries around the world. We evaluate the human rights effects of four national DID systems representing a range of political and socio-economic contexts.

Political systems and historical events will affect how a DID system is implemented and its impact within a country. We consider countries with differing forms of government in order to evaluate appropriate safeguards that will better ensure a DID system does not infringe the civil and political rights of a population. Even for countries with similar political systems, the historical, social, cultural, economic, and infrastructure attributes specific to that country will influence the consequences of DID systems on human rights.

The historical-political context of some countries may make their populations more wary of the government collecting certain types of personal data, for instance on religion, ethnicity, tribe or gender identity, while another country’s political tensions or conflicts may make DID systems prob-
lematic for suspected exploitation or suppression of marginalized groups. Government collection of data on marginalized groups may be concerning given past, or on-going, oppression. To collect accurate data on a population and to recognize their human right to self-determination, DID systems should recognize, reflect, and respect diverse needs, including languages, differing levels of literacy and numeracy, disability, and movement constraints linked to religion, age, and gender within a country.

To ensure the case studies provide a representative account of the range of countries implementing these systems, we prioritized countries that play a regional leadership role. This could be because they have the most advanced DID system in the region, they are a regional leader for digital policy, or because the country faces challenges in implementing DID systems that other countries in the region will have to consider. Additionally, public information available on specific aspects of DID data governance policies and practices for national DID systems is limited, which constrained our selection of countries to include. We outline below how each of these factors led to our selection of the following four countries: Argentina, Estonia, Kenya, and China.

Argentina

The Argentine DID system’s use of facial recognition software demonstrates the challenges of using biometric data while maintaining the privacy of the population. By linking personally identifiable information to already existing databases on the population, the Argentine DID system highlights concerns about what data government officials and security services should have access to.

Estonia

Estonia’s efforts to create a holistic DID system that enables users to easily engage in the country’s digital economy and society and its unique e-Residency DID system provides insight into new technology strategies and indicates what other countries could be technically capable of in the future. The cybersecurity attacks the country has faced make it an interesting case study in how it protects citizens’ data and maintains access to digitized government services. As a member of the European Union (EU), Estonia also provides insight into the implementation of a DID system in adherence with EU human rights frameworks.
Kenya

Due to recent ethnic conflicts and ongoing debates about the status of refugees and political affiliations within the country, Kenya provides insight into how DID systems navigate the politics of distinct ethnic identities within a country, including whether a DID denotes citizenship or residency. Other countries in the region and continent may look to Kenya to benchmark DID strategies and may subsequently influence how other systems are implemented across Africa. The role of civil society and of Kenya’s judiciary in overseeing its national DID system, in particular its role in determining what data can be collected, provides insight into how such systems are being shaped by increasingly proactive legal systems.

China

China’s DID system incorporates a broad range of mass surveillance technologies—from facial recognition to online monitoring—tied to digitized ID. China holds great influence not only in Asia but increasingly around the world. Similar technology has been replicated and sold to other countries, such as Venezuela, Ecuador, and Bolivia and will heavily influence those countries’ implementation of DID systems. As mass surveillance of the Uighur population in China and other minorities expands, this case study provides key insights into the human rights violations of pervasive DID systems.
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HUMAN RIGHTS & DIGITAL ID DATA GOVERNANCE

We evaluate the data governance policies and practices of national DID systems and their effect on ICCPR rights related to individual liberty, security of person, procedural fairness, privacy and non-discrimination in the areas of data protection, political participation, and inclusion of diverse identities.18
3.1 | Data Protection

Data protection is paramount to ensuring individual rights enshrined in ICCPR Articles 9 and 11, right to individual liberty and security of person; Article 14, procedural fairness; and Article 17, right to privacy. We explore whether a national DID system has established a judicial process to restrict law enforcement’s access to the DID system database, appropriate procedures to oversee third-party access to data; legally enforceable compliance and accountability standards for data sub-stewards; legally enforceable privacy protections for DID data, including enabling individuals to access and correct their individual data and object to its use and management; and whether the DID system has implemented appropriate strategies and safeguards to protect the DID system from data breaches.

3.1.1 | Judicial Process for Law Enforcement to Access the Digital ID System

Procedural requirements to access a DID system and its data must strike a sensitive balance between enabling interagency cooperation and minimizing the risk of misuse. For example, both in Canada and the U.S., there are many well-documented cases when governmental databases have been used to illegally surveil individuals, including cases when law enforcement officers have exploited these systems to gain confidential information on current and former romantic partners or on persons an officer found attractive. For this reason, it is important to establish well-balanced judicial processes to regulate which law enforcement agencies have access and standards for access privileges, including whether there are requirements for a warrant.

3.1.2 | Restrictions on Third-Party Access

The personally identifiable information stored in DID systems has great market value for private companies developing business models around the commercialization of personal data. Therefore, governments administering DID systems may be tempted to grant access to records stored in the system to third parties. It is important that rigorous restrictions be put in place regulating third-party access to DID systems and data, and, if such access is permitted, standards must be established for the vetting of third-party requestors.
3.1.3 | Legally Enforceable Compliance and Accountability on Data Sub-Stewards

Third parties who have access to the DID system and its data act as sub-stewards for the personally identifiable information contained therein. For this reason, it is important that the government’s accountability for data stewardship extends to the third-party data sub-stewards. In particular, it is important that clear data use and management policies are in place and that compliance with such policies is strictly enforced.

3.1.4 | Legally Enforceable Privacy Protections Specific to Digital ID

The storage and linking of personally identifiable information about individuals increases their vulnerability with respect to overall privacy and security. It is important that comprehensive privacy legislation operationalizes the right to privacy with respect to personal data and establishes legal rights for the data subject vis-a-vis the data controller to access and correct their individual data, as well as object to data use and management.

3.1.5 | Cybersecurity and Fair Information Practices

Data breaches in a DID system could expose the most confidential personally identifiable information to nefarious actors. To mitigate this risk, DID systems should implement cybersecurity standards and be built upon Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPs) for protecting personal information, including implementing strategies of data minimization, purpose specification for all data collected, and security safeguards that are continuously monitored and updated in relation to threat assessments.21

3.2 | Political Participation

DID systems should enable public participation at every stage—from public consultation in the original design to establishing adequate procedures for individuals to object to the collection and use of their data. We evaluate whether a national DID system has appropriate public consultation and audit strategies, procedures that allow end-users to review and object to the use of their data, and exclusions for access and use of civic data by political parties. DID systems should ensure individuals can exercise their rights, including ICCPR Articles 14 and 16, procedural fairness and the right to legal recognition; Article 17, right to privacy; and Article 25, the right to political participation.
3.2.1 | Public Consultation

A public consultation on DID systems is a marker of both good governance and a commitment to transparency. Given the array of technical, ethical, and implementation challenges faced by governments, consultations allow experts, civil society groups, and the public more broadly to shape and determine the remit and reach of any DID system. This not only adds to the credibility of the DID system, but provides opportunity for groups and individuals to express their freedom of speech on an area of government policy that affects their fundamental freedoms and rights. Public consultation should be sought at each stage of the process from pre-design and design; rollout and implementation strategies, including evaluation of procurement tenders and bids; to continued evaluation of the DID system as it expands and changes over time.

3.2.2 | Public Audit

Public audits on both the implementation and maintenance of DID systems are essential for the public to know its rights and the limits and provisions safeguarding those rights. In the case of DID, the public’s right to privacy means individuals have a right to know what and how much information is collected, how this information is used by the government and third parties, and procedures to ensure private data are safe and secure.

3.2.3 | Opportunity for Objection

Governments must establish appropriate mechanisms whereby individuals can object to—without fear of retribution or loss of access to government services—what data are collected about them, how their data are stored, and who can have access.

3.2.4 | Political Party Exclusion

Data contained in DID systems, especially voting behavior, can be extremely valuable to political parties. The data could be used to target voters, make private information on political opponents public, and to exclude or benefit certain populations or individuals. Governments must establish appropriate safeguards to restrict the exploitation of civic data by political parties.
3.2.5 | Tracking Civic Behavior

Tracking civic behavior could stifle freedom of speech, expression, and liberty. If governments knew whether and for whom, a member of society voted or whether the person is engaged in political activity, government actors could use this to target political dissidents and restrict their access to government services. DID systems should neither be used as a form of repression to curtail the rights of a population to vote or engage freely in political activity, nor be used as a way to encourage, forcibly or otherwise, the population of that country to vote for certain political parties.

3.3 | Inclusion of Diverse Ethnic Identities

In order for a DID system to maximize value for all, it must be responsive to the preferences and needs of a diverse representation of users. Barriers to access, including legal, procedural, and social, should be identified and mitigated to better ensure universal coverage and accessibility. Special precautions must be put in place to ensure data collected on individuals who may be at risk of exclusion, discrimination, or persecution are not used to infringe on individual rights, including ICCPR Articles 9 and 17, the right to individual liberty and protection against unlawful attacks; Articles 14 and 16, procedural fairness and the right to legal recognition; and Article 26, non-discrimination and equal protection of the law.

3.3.1 | Options for Opt-Out

DID systems must allow individuals to opt-out in full or to select aspects of the DID system without risk of losing their civil and political rights, including the ability to access government services and actively participate in civic life.

3.3.2 | Special Care for Marginalized and Vulnerable populations

Inclusion of politically marginalized and vulnerable populations, including racial and ethnic minorities or the socioeconomically disadvantaged, in DID systems can pose great risk, including the use of these systems to track, manipulate, or infringe upon their rights. It is imperative that DID systems establish procedures to ensure these populations are appropriately recognized, safeguards are put in place to protect data from abuse, and that they are not subject to greater scrutiny than other population groups.
3.3.3 | Registering Identity

By not allowing certain social or cultural groups to join a DID system, governments restrict these groups from fully exercising their rights to political participation, legal recognition, and non-discrimination. Legal, procedural, and social barriers to enroll in and use DID systems should be evaluated for discriminatory practices. DID systems should include representation of diverse identity groups to ensure inclusivity and representation of all.

3.3.4 | Additional Information Collected on Protected Populations

DID systems often collect additional information on protected populations—women, children, ethnic minorities, religious groups, and forcibly displaced persons—to better understand and track their needs. However, collecting additional information from protected populations can be discriminatory and a violation of their privacy. Governments must utilize the FIPPs and engage in public consultation to justify collection of additional information on protected populations, receive approval from data subjects on data collection and use, and establish safeguards to ensure additional data are not used to discriminate or infringe upon individual rights.22

3.3.5 | Protection Against Misidentification

Government agencies are increasingly implementing nationwide DID systems that integrate facial recognition technologies to verify identity. However, research has shown that facial recognition technologies are not equally effective at identifying individuals of different ethnic and gender identities, raising serious concerns over bias and discrimination.23 Misidentification infringes on a number of rights, including individual liberty and security of person, procedural fairness, and the right to privacy.
CASE STUDIES
We evaluate the data governance policies and practices of national DID systems implemented in Argentina, Estonia, Kenya, and China. Each case study provides an evaluation of the effect of data governance policies and practices on civil and political rights within the areas of data protection, political participation, and inclusion of diverse ethnic identities.

Argentina

Overview

Argentina’s Sistema de Identidad Digital (SID), is an entirely state-run DID platform linked to the Argentine National Directory of the National Registry of Persons (RENAPER), which includes information about foreign nationals living in Argentina. The SID is a voluntary DID system, meaning individuals can opt-out from inclusion. After being developed in conjunction with the Ministry of Modernization, the SID is now administered solely by the Ministry for the Interior, Public Works and Housing and forms part of the Argentine government’s digital strategy. SID uses facial recognition software to validate users’ access to public and private services with a particular focus, for the preliminary stages, on integrating the system with health and banking services in the country. Originally introduced as a mechanism to prevent crime, the facial recognition system verifies the user by matching the scan to biometric data the Argentine government already has through the Federal Biometric Identification System for Security (SIBIOS) and linked to the RENAPER database. SIBIOS was developed in partnership with the government of Cuba, which provided technical support. While Argentine law enforcement must request access to the RENAPER database, they are not required to do so for SIBIOS.
Data Protection

The Argentine Constitution specifically gives the right to citizens to obtain any information recorded about them in private or public sources, and, if necessary, to request its deletion or amendment. The law on the Protection of Personal Data (2000) prevents any entity from handing over personal data to the state unless it is justified by legitimate public interest, and individuals can request that third parties not have access to their data. However, this law is undermined by clauses that allow for personal data to be transferred to the state without a person’s consent if necessary for the “performance of the duties inherent in the powers of the State” and “when the communication of data takes place directly between governmental agencies to the extent of their corresponding competencies.” Much of the literature notes that Argentina’s intelligence agencies work with little oversight and transparency, which is of particular concern given that all federal security services have access to SIBIOS. Legislation was also passed accompanying the introduction of SID, but this was mainly to allow biometrics, including fingerprints and facial recognition, to be a legal identification method and was not specifically linked to guaranteeing privacy standards for biometric data collected.

While no security breaches of SID have been reported, there are concerns about the security of SID because Argentina does not have a national strategy for data infrastructure, which has resulted in individual ministries and local governments designing their own infrastructure for protecting data. A multitude of systems makes it harder to share data and creates a greater potential for security lapses. In 2013, hackers were able to download the photo IDs of registered voters, suggesting that Argentina’s identity databases may be vulnerable to cybersecurity threats.

A Data Protection Bill was released in 2017 for public consultation and put before Congress in 2018. The SID is a voluntary system, so some may argue that Argentines will only give their data in order to access services more seamlessly; in other words, they may choose to sacrifice privacy for convenience. However, individuals may feel pressure to use the system in order to ensure they can efficiently and effectively gain access to services and exercise their rights, calling into question whether the system is actually voluntary in practice.
Political Participation

Historically, the Dirección Nacional de Protección de Datos Personales (DNPDP), the national data protection agency, had a path for Argentines to object to use of their data by either public or private sources, and proposed draft legislation similar to the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which establishes standards for data protection and privacy for all citizens of the EU. However, the effectiveness of DNPDP has been questioned, given it operated with a small budget and was close to the executive branch of government. Moreover, in September 2017, a new body, the Agencia de Acceso a la Información Pública, replaced the DNPDP, with this agency falling under the control of the executive branch, raising concerns about how the government may approach data protection and questioning the agency’s independence. The current policy states that individual requests for information on how data are being used can be done free of cost only once every 6 months, which in effect hinders Argentines' ability to discover how their data are used.

Despite these concerns, no evidence has yet come to light that political parties have access to the DID system or that it tracks how Argentines vote. With reports that some populations in Argentina have their identity cards removed to prevent them from voting, the potential use of SID in voting could actually improve democratic freedoms in the country by enabling a greater number of people to vote. However, concerns that the SIBIOS database is being used for purposes beyond its original intent, such as to cross-check citizens' photographs during voter registration in the 2013 and 2015 elections, have raised questions over whether adequate privacy safeguards have been instituted. This shows the importance of data security in the use of DID systems, not least if it is used to register voters.

Inclusion of Diverse Ethnic Identities

SID is not mandatory and is not the only way to access public services, it just makes it easier to do so. This allows individuals to, in effect, opt-out of the DID system if they are uncomfortable with the government collecting their personally identifiable information and they do not lose their recognition before the law by doing so. Because SID requires access to a mobile device and the internet, remote or rural populations may be excluded due to the inability to enroll and authenticate their enrollment online. The Argentine Data Protection Agency also specifically states that citizens are not required to disclose data about their ethnicity, thereby establishing a safeguard to better ensure the DID system is not used to target certain ethnicities within the country.
Summary

While Argentina has both privacy legislation and an independent body to process data requests, the executive control over this body and the caveats allowing government access contained within this legislation undermine privacy safeguards. Of particular concern is the security services’ unfettered access to the SIBIOS system, which links to Argentina’s DID system. Given that this DID system relies on biometric data, a lack of protection from unwarranted state access is a worrying threat to the privacy and human rights of the Argentine population. While no specific cybersecurity vulnerabilities have yet been reported for the SID, the lack of a national digital infrastructure policy creates security and privacy vulnerabilities. In summary, the framework within which Argentina’s DID system is being implemented creates cause for concern about how this could be used to infringe and violate the human rights of Argentines.

Estonia

Overview

Estonia offers one of the most comprehensive DID systems in the world. The state-issued ID card provides verified identification and access to Estonia’s e-services, including voting, filing taxes, incorporating a business, accessing healthcare, and many more. Estonia has established additional DID systems to facilitate the country’s e-services, including Mobile ID, which provides a secure ID accessible through a mobile phone SIM card; e-Residency, a transnational DID that allows anyone in the world to become an ‘e-resident’ of Estonia, allowing the individual to incorporate a business or utilize e-services; and Smart ID, allowing an individual to enter a secure PIN to access financial services and digitally sign documents.

While the ID card is state-issued, the software behind the cards was developed by Estonian companies, in effect making the system a public-private partnership. The ‘Smart ID’ system has the highest level of EU recognition, meaning all EU member states must recognize its legality. Passed in 2000, the Digital Signature Act grants equal authenticity to digital and handwritten signatures, and all authorities in the country accept digitally signed documents as legally binding. Estonia’s investment in its DID system has been associated with significant economic benefit and government savings and efficiencies. The Estonian government estimates that every citizen saves an average of 5 business days through the productivity gains of using the DID system, equivalent to a 2% increase in GDP. As of Sep-
In September 2018, nearly 100% of Estonians using their digital ID, and digital signatures had been used almost 350 million times by Estonia’s population of 1.3 million.

**Data Protection**

Information on security breaches for DID systems can be hard to ascertain. For security reasons, governments have little incentive to publicize threats to the security of the system. Researchers have found this to be the case in Estonia, where evidence of significant vulnerabilities and attacks on its system have been lacking. However, in 2017 a security weakness was found in the hardware behind the chips in the Estonian ID card, leading the government to suspend access to e-services for the owners of nearly 750,000 cards. The new ‘Smart ID’ does not require these chips.

Estonia has taken further steps to enhance the security of its DID system by opening a ‘data embassy’ in Luxembourg that backs up data stored on citizens in case of a breach or cybersecurity attack on Estonia’s internet or digital infrastructure. Another technical security feature is the development of the ‘X-Road’ environment, a security layer that encrypts and tracks the data communicated between the databases and institutions, without viewing it. This keeps the data secure, while also ensuring X-Road itself does not become a vulnerability.

In addition to cybersecurity safeguards, accompanying legal protections have been established to ensure data protection for Estonian citizens. In December 2018, the Estonian government passed the Personal Data Protection Act that guarantees “the right of the person to inspect his or her data and to correct, delete, or restrict his or her data and the procedure for exercising their rights.” This law is implemented by the Estonian Data Protection Inspectorate (hereinafter referred to as “Data Inspectorate”) and includes provisions to ensure compliance with the EU GDPR. Estonian citizens have the legal right to monitor how their data are stored and accessed and they own all information recorded about them. However, reports are mixed as to whether this right has been consistently respected by the government.

As a member of the EU, Estonia must adhere to the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) and European Convention on the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, which recognizes the rights of minors and adults to an identity. In practical terms, this means Estonia must accurately record and protect information on an individual’s identity. Estonia must also comply with the ICCPR, which includes Article 1, detailing an individual’s right to self-determination and is monitored by the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC). EU members must report to...
the UNHRC every four years as to how they are adhering to Article 1 of the ICCPR. This is important within the context of Estonia’s DID system, as it means Estonia must allow for individuals with a DID, including all Estonian citizens or migrants with a valid residency card, to not just have a right to privacy, but also to be recognized under this identity.64,65

Political Participation

The Data Inspectorate, operating under the Estonian Ministry of Justice, publishes annual reports to monitor, implement, and regulate data protection in Estonia. The Data Inspectorate provides opinions on draft legislation that could affect data privacy of Estonians, processes freedom-of-information requests relating to data privacy, provides information and training to businesses and residents on data privacy, and registers and licenses the use of personal data in Estonia for research or transfer of data.66

The Estonian DID system is also leading profound changes in the ways Estonians view and interact with their government. For instance, in the latest elections almost 30% of votes were cast electronically via the DID system. Not only did this save 11,000 working hours for government officials administering elections, but 20% of Estonians now say they wouldn’t vote in a physical polling station.67 To ensure the anonymity of voters, after the voter has been verified as eligible to vote, their vote is encrypted and can only be decrypted by the electoral commission once personal data have been removed.68 This process is audited by the Estonian Electoral Office and is independent of any political party.

Inclusion of Diverse Ethnic Identities

Estonia’s DID system, especially its e-Residency system, is inclusive of diverse identities regarding country of origin. In 2014, Estonia became the first to offer e-residency by granting anyone in the world an Estonian DID to set up a business and access public e-services.69,70 So far, individuals from 160 countries have applied, with weekly e-Residency applications exceeding Estonia’s birth rate.71,72

Summary

Estonia’s DID system is a product of the broader technological developments pursued by the government since the turn of the century. Estonia has put in place strong technical, legal, cybersecurity, and privacy safeguards to protect data collected within its DID system, including by backing up data, establishing a security procedure to encrypt and track data when transferred between databases, and engaging in public consultation and
education on data privacy. In order to actively participate in the Estonian digital economy and society, one must be enrolled in its DID system. This requirement makes enrollment essentially mandatory. Thus, it is imperative that the Estonian government continue to develop effective safeguards to ensure the security and privacy of data it holds on individuals. Its DID scheme will only be successful if users trust that their data are secure and privacy is upheld.

Kenya

Overview

In June 2018, Kenya established the National Integrated Identity Management System (NIIMS), commonly referred to as ‘Huduma Namba’ (Swahili for “service number”), through Executive Order No. 1 2018 by President Uhuru Kenyatta. The development of NIIMS is the responsibility of the State Department for Interior, a subordinate division of the Ministry of Interior and Coordination of National Government. NIIMS expands on the capabilities of the previous Integrated Population Registration System (IPRS). The National Assembly formally created the NIIMS mandate as part of the 2018 Miscellaneous Amendments Act of November 2018, signed into law in December 2018 by President Kenyatta.

NIIMS seeks to consolidate identity data previously held by various government agencies into a new “master database [as] the single source of persons’ identity in Kenya.” Problems in the former system of identity management include a lack of information flow and interoperability between government agencies, which resulted in delays in processes and vulnerability to fraud. The 2017 general elections highlighted that the lack of harmonized records led to fraud on the part of candidates seeking to prove they fulfilled the “educational, moral and ethical requirements” to run for office. Some provided fraudulent documentation of their educational attainment, financial statements, and criminal records with no opportunity for verification. NIIMS is intended to create a trusted identity by digitally capturing and storing the identity data of Kenyan citizens and registered foreign residents who will each be assigned a unique national identification number to authenticate personally identifiable information.

NIIMS deployment began in several stages, including pilot deployments in 15 counties from February to March 2019 and national mass registration from April to May 2019. Because of a lack of public consultation before
rollout, in February 2019 the Nubian Rights Forum, the Kenya Human Rights Commission, and the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights filed a lawsuit against the federal government to stop the deployment of NIIMS due to privacy and security concerns. The resulting ruling by the High Court in April 2019 resulted in a temporary injunction on the NIIMS deployment to exclude the collection of biometric DNA data and GPS coordinates, and mandatory enrollment in NIIMS, preventing registration to be considered a condition for access to public benefits. However, if the Huduma Bill introduced in July 2019 is passed registration in NIIMS will become mandatory to access government services, including obtaining a marriage certificate and accessing medical services, and steep fines will be imposed on those who do not enroll.

Data Protection

The amended Registration of Persons Act requires that all citizens in Kenya age 18 or older provide the following information on record: (1) registration number; (2) name (in full); (3) sex; (4) county of birth or county of residence; (5) date of birth or apparent age, and place of birth; (6) occupation, profession, trade or employment; (7) place of residence and postal address, Global Positioning Systems [GPS] coordinates, Land Reference Number, Plot Number or House Number, if any; (8) biometric data, including finger and thumb impressions but in case of missing fingers and thumbs, palm or toe impressions in physical form; (9) date of registration; and (10) “such other particulars as may be prescribed.” These data are still collected in NIIMS. In the original rollout, “biometric” data was specified to include fingerprints, hand geometry, earlobe geometry, retina and iris patterns, voice waves and DNA. The Nubian Rights Forum, the Kenya Human Rights Commission, and the Kenya National Commission on Human Rights challenged the collection of such sensitive personal information. During the judicial process, the relevant government agencies conceded that the collection of DNA and GPS data posed privacy and security risks and could not be collected. The High Court affirmed the exclusion of DNA and GPS data and ordered that pending a future judicial hearing and determination, registration may not be mandatory and may not be a condition for the provision of public services or access to public facilities. The court preliminarily prohibits the sharing of data collected in NIIMS with “any other national or international government or non-governmental agencies or any person.” The Registration of Persons Act does not contain explicit provisions governing access to the NIIMS system for government agencies; however, according to former Permanent Secretary for the Ministry of Information and Communications, Prof. Bitange Ndemo, any agency wishing to access information contained in NIIMS needs to obtain a warrant and there are no avenues for third-party access. The government restricts access of third parties such
as political parties stating that “data will only be accessible by authorized officers and government agencies for official use only.”

Privacy International criticizes the discrepancy between the speed of the NIIMS enactment and slow deployment of legal protections, such as the Data Protection Bill first announced in 2012 and reintroduced in July 2018 that would establish rights for individuals to access, audit, and object to the collection and management of their personal data. At present, legal protections regarding the NIIMS system stem from the 1998 Kenya Information Communication Act, which mandates cybersecurity standards and establishes substantial fines and lengthy prison terms as a consequence of attempts to gain unauthorized access to the system. However, as the Kenya Human Rights Commission highlights, the law establishing NIIMS itself does not provide specific protections for the handling of sensitive personal data, including judicial processes for accessing the system. Prof. Bitange Ndemo notes that at present, data collected during NIIMS enrollment is stored on decentralized hard drives unconnected to the internet.

Political Participation

Public participation is enshrined in the Kenyan Constitution as a national value and principle of governance (Art. 10 (2)(a)) and the Parliament is mandated to facilitate participation and involvement in legislative affairs (Art. 118 (1)(b)). The fast-paced deployment of NIIMS began without an opportunity for the public to comment on plans for the system in a public consultation period, a gap that was sharply criticized by human rights advocates. Human rights lawyer Nasanga Aki condemns the unusual legislative process of including a policy change with such wide-ranging consequences in a “Miscellaneous Amendments Act” normally reserved for minor changes to a law. Moreover, the Kenya Human Rights Commission criticizes the lack of provisions on handling personal data in the law. For example, the right to access, audit, and object to the management of one’s personal data by the data controller have yet to be included in the Data Protection Bill. Still, political parties are excluded from accessing the system and the government dissociates the NIIMS system from voter registration: “NIIMS, census, and voter registration are completely different exercises in mandate, format, procedure or operation.”

Inclusion of Diverse Ethnic Identities

The Kenyan Human Rights Commission also voiced concern that the lack of legal identification of individuals from certain ethnic minorities in NIIMS, as well as border and pastoral communities, might lead to their exclusion
and effective statelessness. Concerns have been raised on the inclusiveness of the NIIMS system for the Somali, Nubian, Makonde, and Shona communities because registration requires identification documents these communities have previously struggled to obtain. Kenyan Somali and Nubian individuals are restricted in the days they can apply for identification documents and subject to elevated scrutiny in the process, which may, for example, include an appearance before a security panel. The Somali population in Kenya includes groups whose claim to Kenyan citizenship is more or less ambiguous, including Kenyan Somalis who settled in the border regions or are rooted in colonial towns with a strong claim to Kenyan citizenship but also a large number of Somali refugees, whose status became debated when they were registered as citizens prior to elections. According to Prof. Ndemo, one goal of the NIIMS enrollment process is to clarify respective claims to citizenship.

To address these and other concerns, the Nubian Rights Forum filed a petition with the High Court and appeared as a petitioner in the court ruling. The court’s ruling excludes collection of DNA from the approved biometric data that can be collected in NIIMS due to concerns regarding ethnic discrimination. Moreover, the establishment of NIIMS and the collection of biometric information raises concerns for the gay community and sex workers who have been fighting plans by the Ministry of Health to use biometrics to register members of their communities since 2016.

Summary

While Kenya did not initially engage in a public consultation process before implementing NIIMS, civil society stakeholders were able to effectively use the judicial review process to establish privacy and security safeguards. The judiciary has served a significant role to ensure that NIIMS creates strategies to keep data secure and protected against exploitation; restrict third party access, including by political parties; and dissociate voting and census data from NIIMS data. Yet, additional legal oversight is needed through the Data Protection Bill, which could be used to establish legal safeguards for individuals to access, audit, and object to the collection and management of their personal data. These safeguards are especially important for ethnic minorities whose data may be used to track or restrict their access to government services.
China

Overview

China embraces emerging technologies to collect and manage identity information about its citizens in the framework of a number of large-scale government programs. Through government funding and administrative resources, China has the capacity to collate an extraordinary wealth of data on each citizen ranging from characteristics of appearance to information about activity on- and offline. To connect personal records maintained in each system, the government relies on the number associated with each citizen’s digital national identification card used to access many public and private services. The national ID cards issued to citizens above the age of 16 contain basic biographic information, including name, birth date, gender, address, ethnicity, and a photo. Both physical and digital versions of the ID card are issued. In 2017, trials in Guangzhou allowed individuals to virtually link their ID card via facial recognition to the ubiquitous messaging app WeChat owned by Tencent, indicating private sector access to at least some data stored on the ID cards.

The following brief overview introduces major programs through which the Chinese government collects data points on each individual, including physical location; biometric data, including DNA; and on- and offline surveillance of social behaviors.


The Skynet Program was launched jointly by the Ministry of Public Security and Ministry of Industry and Information Technology in 2005 and completed in 2017 with the installation of 176 million CCTV surveillance cameras. The system is on track to expand to 600 million cameras by 2020, making it the world’s fastest growing government surveillance technology program in the world. The program seeks to improve city management, reduce crime, and prevent disasters through installing CCTV cameras across roads, town squares, and within buildings such as hotels, malls, entertainment venues, supermarkets, hospitals, residential communities, homes of religious figures, and school campuses and classrooms. In 2010, cameras started to be equipped with facial recognition capabilities. In 2015, the Skynet Program was developed into the more expansive Sharp Eyes Program, inspired by the Chinese Communist Party’s slogan “the people have sharp eyes,” to reach the National Development and Reform Commission’s goal of achieving “100% coverage” of public spaces and key industries by 2020. The ambitious goal of the Sharp Eyes program’s interconnectivity
is to apply machine learning to the task of recognizing suspicious patterns in citizens’ behavior and “predict the activities of activists, dissidents, and ethnic minorities,” including those authorities say have “extreme thoughts” that pose a threat to regime stability. According to Human Rights Watch, the Ministry of Public Security clearly defines seven categories of “focus personnel,” including: those who “undermine stability” or “tend to cause disturbances,” those involved in terrorism or drugs, major criminals and wanted persons, and those with mental illness.

The Sharp Eyes Program is connected with the Police Cloud System as a backend database, an ambitious information-sharing project linking provincial police databases in a nationwide police cloud, ordered by the Ministry of Public Security in 2015. In addition to connecting police forces through the network, the program has implemented pilots to facilitate the mobilization of watchful neighbors as informants by allowing them to see CCTV footage on their devices and directly report suspicious incidents to the police. The wealth of personal data and information linked in the system is extraordinary, including biometric and health data; travel information and monitoring of movement through CCTV footage; online information, including social media usernames, IP and MAC addresses, e-commerce transactions and purchase data.

**DNA: Golden Shield Project & Forensic Science DNA Database System**

The collection of DNA data began in connection with the Golden Shield Project launched in 2000 by the Ministry of Public Security in an effort to build a “nationwide, intelligent digital surveillance network” with state access to personal records. Since its inception, the database had developed into what the government claims to be the biggest DNA database in the world with around 54 million entries and a plan to expand the capacity to 100 million entries by 2020. Police notices indicate that the accumulation of biometric information is to be used to solve crimes and the collection targets “focus personnel,” i.e., individuals perceived as potentially threatening including dissidents, activists, petitioners, and anyone with a prior criminal record; “work targets,” i.e., persons of interest or with criminal history; and migrants. However, evidence shows that police gather DNA samples from individuals who are not connected to or suspected of criminal activity at roadside ID checks, as well as at their homes, schools, and workplaces. Moreover, individuals have been required to submit DNA samples in the course of their applications for ID documents from the police. This practice is documented but formally in conflict with Article 130 of the Criminal Procedure Law, which limits DNA collection to investigations of specific criminal cases.
On- and Offline Behavior: Cybersecurity Law & Social Credit System

President Xi Jinping has established strong oversight over the internet and the interactions of providers and consumers based on rules imposed by the national government and agencies. The Cybersecurity Law, put into effect in 2017, enables the government to formalize its primacy over internet providers by requiring them to collect the real names of internet users, monitor content, and report and supply data to the national government. Enforcement of the regulations by the Cyberspace Administration of China is often strict and many companies are individually reprimanded. In 2017 alone there were over 2,000 meetings with the regulator.

In 2014, China’s State Council announced another nationwide DID system, the “Social Credit System,” whose goal is to assess and rate the financial and social behavior on- and offline of individuals and organizations with the plan to include each citizen by 2020. Most information is drawn from a collection of 400 government datasets supplied by various government agencies. The consolidated Social Credit System’s database combines data from these sources and makes it searchable with biometric indicators. The government has historically maintained blacklists meant to punish people who have committed infringements of the law by restricting their use of goods and services. By mid-2018, blacklisted individuals had been prevented from purchasing more than 11.14 million flights and 4.25 million high-speed train tickets. These blacklists are maintained by various institutions and will likely make their way into a consolidated social credit system.

Data Protection

The Chinese government has vast legal privileges to access citizens’ data, including “almost unlimited and unfettered access to private sector data.” Considering the sweeping access to a wealth of personal data, China has been criticized for lack of independent oversight and its justifications for broad exceptions on constitutional protections for law enforcement and protecting national security. Both China’s constitution and legislation stands out in its prioritization of surveillance capabilities for the state. The National Security Law grants access to electronic communications of any organization or individual and accessing surveillance data is possible for a judicial officer without a court order. However, in May 2018, the Personal Information Security Specification came into effect as a new national standard for data protection with certain provisions for private sector collection of data comparable to or further reaching than the EU’s GDPR, although it is a non-binding guideline with no penalties. A final version of the Guide-line for Internet Personal Information Security Protection was introduced in April 2019 to protect personal data against cybercrime and a Personal Data Protection Law is expected to be introduced by the end of this
year. These developments are considered to be a result of increasing public demand for privacy protections from collection and use of data. While some progress is being made to secure personal data, data collection and resale are still of serious concern. China is increasingly struggling with regulating a shadow market for personal data. For example, data bought by third parties from the department of motor vehicles or police stations is often re-sold, including to insurance firms. Moreover, China experienced a large-scale breach in a facial recognition database specifically used to capture data on the Uighur Muslim population in the Xinjiang region. The database contained data on over 2.5 million data subjects, including sensitive information such as names, ID card numbers, ID card issue and expiration dates, sex, nationality, home addresses, dates of birth, photos, and employer.

Political Participation

Although China engages in some processes of public consultation, these consultations are conducted primarily with elite business and political leaders. The Chinese Communist Party recognizes the advantages of connecting with its citizens as a necessary means to keep policymaking flexible enough to maintain an authoritative regime. A wealth of personal information collected in surveillance systems is tied to unique identifiers within the national ID card that is specifically accessible to the Chinese Communist Party. Party officials are alerted to politically relevant developments that surface in the evaluation of personal data. Through the combination of data access and alert mechanisms, the Chinese government and in particular the Chinese Communist party relies on surveillance systems to track political activities both on- and offline.

Inclusion of Diverse Ethnic Identities

Citizens have limited opportunities to opt out of data collection schemes connected to their identity information by the Chinese government. The national ID card is mandatory for all Chinese nationals. Data collection through CCTV cameras is ubiquitous and Chinese companies have limited capacity to refuse data access requests by the government. Particularly concerning is the state-led data collection on Uighur Muslims in the Xinjiang region. Following deadly riots and tension between ethnic groups, the government initiated the 2014 “Strike Hard Campaign against violent activities and terrorism” and increased its public security spending in the region to over $9 billion in 2017. The government demanded residents in the region install a mandatory app on their smartphones, giving the government full access to all files and data. Additional data collected
through the program include DNA and facial recognition data.\textsuperscript{149,150} Particularly concerning is the lack of effective protection of the database used to track sensitive information on Muslim individuals in the region as demonstrated by a recent security breach.\textsuperscript{151} Processes and systems tested in the Xinjiang region could be scaled more broadly throughout the country, resulting in a chilling effect on the most basic human rights.

Summary

The Chinese government is able to collect and track vast amounts of private information—from DNA to an individual’s physical location and on- and offline economic and social behaviors. The country lacks safeguards for data protection, including robust restrictions on third-party access to data and judicial processes to restrict access to personal information collected. The Chinese government tracks political activities both on- and offline, quelling robust political participation. Without appropriate public consultation and audit strategies, individuals have limited capacity to object to data collection and use. Additionally, lack of appropriate privacy and cybersecurity safeguards places vulnerable groups at significant risk of exploitation and marginalization, as exemplified by the surveillance of the Uighurs.
05 // RECOMMENDATIONS
To better ensure national DID systems do not infringe on civil and political rights enshrined in the ICCPR, including individual liberty, security of person, procedural fairness, privacy and non-discrimination, we provide recommendations for data governance policies and practices in the areas of data protection, political participation, and inclusion of diverse identities.

5.1 | Data Protection

Governments must put in place appropriate procedures for third-party access to data; legally enforceable compliance and accountability standards for data sub-stewards; legally enforceable privacy protections for DID data, including enabling individuals to access and correct their individual data and object to its use and management; and cybersecurity strategies and safeguards to protect the DID system from data breaches. These policies and procedures should be put in place before deployment and be routinely evaluated and updated to keep pace with technological advancements.

5.1.1 | Judicial Process for Law Enforcement to Access Digital ID Data

National DID systems must implement a robust judicial process to regulate law enforcement agency access, including restrictions on carte blanche access by establishing tiered access privileges where access is only granted for limited and purpose specific data.
5.1.2 | Restrictions on Third-Party Access

While third-party access to DID data can present great efficiency and efficacy benefits for end-users, allowing such access also presents serious security and privacy risks. Before data are shared, knowledge and consent of the data subject should be obtained. All data shared should follow data minimization and purpose specification standards, including limiting the collection and use of data by third parties to fulfill a specific purpose.

5.1.3 | Legally Enforceable Compliance and Accountability on Data Sub-Stewards

Third parties who have access to the DID system with personally identifiable information should be held accountable for the protection of that data as sub-stewards, and governments must establish accountability mechanisms to guarantee and enforce these protections.

5.1.4 | Legally Enforceable Privacy Protections Specific to Digital ID

Storing and linking personally identifiable information increases privacy and security vulnerabilities. Comprehensive privacy legislation should be established to ensure legal rights for the data subject to access and correct individual data as well as object to data use and management in the DID system.

5.1.5 | Cybersecurity and Fair Information Practices

DID systems should be built upon FIPPs to better ensure the protection of personal information, including implementation of data minimization, purpose specification for all data collected and shared, and cybersecurity safeguards that are continuously monitored and updated in relation to threat assessments.

5.2 | Political Participation

Precautions must be taken to ensure DID systems enable equitable civic engagement and safeguards are put in place to ensure data collected cannot be used to manipulate or coerce political outcomes.
5.2.1 | Public Consultation

Public consultations allow stakeholders such as technical experts, civil society groups, and the public more broadly to shape and determine the remit and reach of any DID system. Public consultation should be implemented for all DID system deployments and further developments to ensure these systems maximize benefit to society. This transparency not only adds to the credibility of DID systems, but better ensures operation in accordance with local norms and that legal frameworks keep pace with changing technological advances.

5.2.2 | Public Audit

Data subjects have a right to know what and how much information DID systems collect, how it is used by the government and third parties, and that procedures are put in place to ensure private data are secure and used responsibly. Governments must establish independent auditing mechanisms and oversight over data governance policies and practices and should provide transparent reporting on data collection, use, and cybersecurity mechanisms.

5.2.3 | Opportunity for Objection

Having a path to object to the use of personal data is an indicator of how much individual control one has over individual privacy and liberty. Data subjects must be able to object to correct, delete, or restrict how and what data are collected about them in a DID system without fear of retribution.

5.2.4 | Political Party Exclusion

The personal data contained within DID systems are extremely valuable to political parties, in both democratic and non-democratic countries. The data could be used to target voters, make private information on political opponents public, and to exclude or benefit certain populations or individuals. Instituting restrictions disallowing political parties from accessing this data, including acquiring it through third parties, safeguards the population’s right to freedom of speech, expression and privacy, irrespective of their political beliefs or civic action.

5.2.5 | Tracking Civic Behavior

Tracking civic behaviour could stifle freedom of speech, expression, and
liberty. If governments know if, and for whom, a member of society voted or is engaged in political activity, they could use this to target and exclude political opponents. Governments must put in place safeguards that protect against the exploitation of DID systems for political repression or manipulation, including encrypting voting behavior and removing personally identifiable information from voting records.

5.3 | Inclusion of Diverse Identities

DID systems often contain highly sensitive personal information. For marginalized and vulnerable populations, these data make them more susceptible to exploitation, suppression, and discrimination. Balancing the benefits of collection and collation of data should be weighed against the additional risks posed for the civil and political rights of these individuals.

5.3.1 | Options for Opt-Out

In order to ensure individuals can exercise their individual liberty, security of person, and protection from discrimination, DID systems must allow individuals to opt-out without penalty of losing their right to access government services and active participation in civic life.

5.3.2 | Special Care for Marginalized and Vulnerable Populations

Inclusion of marginalized and vulnerable populations in DID systems poses great risk, including the use of these systems to track, manipulate, or infringe upon their rights. It is imperative that DID systems establish appropriate data governance policies and practices to ensure marginalized and vulnerable populations are appropriately recognized, safeguards are put in place to protect data from abuse, and that they are not subject to greater scrutiny than other population groups.

5.3.3 | Registering Identity

By not recognizing certain social or cultural groups in a DID system, governments effectively restrict these groups from fully exercising their rights to political participation, legal recognition, and non-discrimination. Legal, procedural, and social barriers to enroll in and use DID systems should be evaluated and remedies implemented to mitigate discriminatory practices.
5.3.4 | Additional Information Collected on Protected Populations

While DID systems often collect additional information on protected populations—women, children, forcibly displaced persons—to better understand and track their needs, data collection can be discriminatory and a violation of their privacy. Governments must utilize the FIPPs and engage in public consultation to justify collection of information on protected populations, receive approval from data subjects, and establish regulatory safeguards to ensure data are not used to discriminate or infringe upon civil and political rights.

5.3.5 | Protections Against Misidentification

National-level DID systems are increasingly implementing facial recognition technologies to verify identify. Misidentification through the use of DID systems infringe upon individual liberty and security of person, procedural fairness, and the right to privacy. Use of DID systems, especially facial recognition technologies that have not yet been validated to a high threshold of accuracy, should be restricted. Governments must be transparent in the use of DID systems for identification and seek public consultation on use applications.
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

National DID systems are rapidly being deployed globally, enabling individuals to hold formal identification that can enable them to meaningfully participate in the economy and society. While these systems hold great value, lack of sound data governance policies and practices that affect data protection, political participation, and inclusion of diverse ethnic identities pose great risk to individual civil and political rights.

Through the evaluation of DID systems in Argentina, Estonia, Kenya, and China, we have explored priority strategies for data governance policies and practices that should be implemented to support civil and political rights, including: legally binding standards for DID data collection, use, and sharing; cybersecurity standards and use of FIPPs for data collection and use; mechanisms to allow public consultation, auditing, and objection to data collection and use; restrictions on use of data to track political ideology and civic behavior; and regulatory and technical safeguards for the collection and use of data on marginalized and vulnerable populations.

Institutions deploying DID systems should put in place an iterative and multistakeholder review process informed by these recommendations. This process will equip stakeholders to consider the human rights impacts of data governance policies and practices as the system expands and changes over time. National DID systems hold great promise to support an equitable and thriving society, but only if these systems are built on human rights-driven data governance policies and practices.
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